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ABSTRACT

Part I of this work developed a simple physical model for the complete radial

structure of the low-level azimuthal wind field in a tropical cyclone that com-

pared well with observations. However, wind field variability in the model is

tied principally to its external parameters given by the maximum wind speed

and the radius of maximum wind, the latter of which lacks a credible indepen-

dent physical model for its variability. Here we explore the modes of variabil-

ity that arise from the alternative specification of the model, which takes the

outer radius in lieu of the radius of maximum wind. Non-dimensionalization

of the model reveals two theoretical modes of structural variability in abso-

lute angular momentum that are shown to closely match observations. These

two modes correspond to three modes of wind field variability associated with

variations in intensity, outer storm size, and latitude. These wind field modes

are demonstrated to mirror the dominant modes of variability found in nature,

in particular the intra-storm variation of inner core structure and the inter-

storm variation of overall storm size, respectively. In combination, the model

offers a credible physical solution for the complete time-dependent tropical

cyclone wind field in conjunction with the external specification of intensity,

outer size, and latitude. More broadly, the model offers theoretical and con-

ceptual insight into the nature of the tropical cyclone wind field, including the

oft-conflated terms “size” and “structure” and their distinct variabilities.
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1. Introduction30

Variability in the low-level circulation of the tropical cyclone is known to possess certain curious31

traits. The wind field at small and large radii, broadly defined, appear to vary nearly independently32

of one another in nature (Weatherford and Gray 1988). In the turbulent inner core, where short33

time-scale variability is common (e.g. Tang and Emanuel (2012); Smith (1980); Sitkowski et al.34

(2011)), changes in intensity are commonly associated with anti-correlated changes in the radius35

of maximum winds (e.g. Demuth et al. (2006); Kossin et al. (2007); Vigh et al. (2012)), which36

follows from basic principles of angular momentum conservation. In contrast, the stable outer37

circulation is largely agnostic to the vagaries of the inner core, a feature noted in observations38

(Merrill 1984; Cheng-Shang et al. 2010; Chavas and Emanuel 2010; Chan and Chan 2012) and39

numerical models (Rotunno and Bryan 2012; Chavas and Emanuel 2014) and that is consistent40

with existing theory that permits variability in the radius of maximum wind relative to a fixed41

outer radius of vanishing wind (Emanuel 1986; Emanuel and Rotunno 2011). Meanwhile, though42

the outer circulation is stable in time, its absolute length scale is known to vary substantially from43

storm to storm (e.g. the radius of 12 ms�1 (Chavas and Emanuel 2010), 5 kt (Knaff et al. 2014),44

or outermost closed isobar (Merrill 1984)).45

Despite advances in our understanding of wind field variability, there remains the need for a46

credible theoretical model for the wind field capable of reproducing these known behavioral char-47

acteristics and uniting them under a common physical framework. In particular, the wind field48

is fundamentally a manifestation of the radial distribution of absolute angular momentum (e.g.49

Chan and Chan (2013, 2014, 2015)), which must increase monotonically with radius (for inertial50

stability) from zero at the center and whose only source lies at larger radii. Consequently, angu-51

lar momentum is implicitly correlated in radius, as any local increase (e.g. storm intensification)52
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requires import from larger radius. More generally, the relative angular momentum of the storm53

circulation is ultimately drawn from the Earth’s planetary angular momentum at large radii as its54

source. Thus, we seek a model specifically for how absolute angular momentum decreases towards55

smaller radius, i.e. “structure”. As a first step to this end, Chavas et al. (2015) (Part I of this work;56

hereafter Part I) developed a simple physical model for the complete radial structure of the low-57

level absolute angular momentum field, and thus azimuthal wind field, in a tropical cyclone. The58

model is given by the juxtaposition of pre-existing solutions for absolute angular momentum in the59

inner ascending region (Emanuel and Rotunno 2011) and the outer descending region (Emanuel60

2004) and was shown to compare well against observations when given the radius of maximum61

wind and the maximum wind, (rm,Vm), as input parameters.62

Beyond directly reproducing the radial structure, though, one further seeks a model for its space-63

time variability. In the model as presented in Part I, much of the variability of interest is implicit64

within its input parameters (rm,Vm), thereby necessitating external models for their respective65

variabilities. In the case of Vm, credible physically-based models exist (Tang and Emanuel 2012;66

DeMaria and Kaplan 1994). However, no such model currently exists for rm that is independent67

of a second radial length scale. Moreover, rm poses difficulties for its estimation in observa-68

tions due to the aforementioned turbulent nature of the inner core of a tropical cyclone and its69

associated asymmetries, particularly given its propensity for discontinuous jumps due to eyewall70

replacement cycles (Sitkowski et al. 2011), as well as a lack of consistent, high-quality inner-core71

wind observations (e.g. Vigh et al. (2012)). Finally, rm requires high radial resolution in order72

to be confidently represented in a numerical model ( 4 km, e.g. Chavas and Emanuel (2014)),73

which is of particular significance in the context of climate models, for which such resolutions74

are currently computationally expensive. In contrast, measures of the outer circulation are largely75

immune to such problems, particularly for radii of low-to-moderate wind speeds (Knaff and Zehr76
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2007; Chavas and Emanuel 2010; Knutson et al. 2015), and carry the significant added benefit of77

being largely independent of intensity, unlike rm. The implication, then, is that one may potentially78

bypass rm, and even predict rm, if the radial structure can instead be specified using a metric of79

outer storm size. Though climatological relationships between rm and metrics of outer size have80

been identified (e.g. Knaff et al. (2015)), a physical model is preferable, especially if it permits81

more general analysis of relationships at all radii. Importantly, beyond practical benefits, such an82

“outside-in” perspective is theoretically appealing given that the angular momentum of the storm83

circulation necessarily originates from large radii as discussed above.84

Conveniently, the complete model developed in Part I offers such a path forward, as it may85

alternatively be specified using the outer radius of vanishing wind, r0, in lieu of rm. Here we86

demonstrate that this alternative specification can reproduce the characteristic modes of variability87

of the tropical cyclone wind field in nature. Section 2 revisits the theory of Part I in the context88

of wind field variability and explores the fundamental modes of variability intrinsic to the model.89

Section 3 compares theoretical variability to observations. Section 4 discusses implications of the90

model for both understanding and modeling the wind field. Finally, Section 5 synthesizes key91

conclusions across both parts of this work.92

2. Model variability93

a. Theory94

We begin with a brief review of the theory presented in Part I, with the model rephrased non-95

dimensionally for the purposes of analyzing wind field variability. Part I developed a solution for96

the complete radial profile of the azimuthal wind at the top of the boundary layer by mathemati-97

cally merging two distinct, pre-existing theoretical solutions that apply to the inner ascending and98
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outer descending regions of a tropical cyclone, respectively. These solutions are phrased in terms99

of absolute angular momentum per unit mass, M, given by100

M = rV +
1
2

f r2 (1)

where r is radius, V is the azimuthal wind speed, and f is the Coriolis parameter.101

First, the inner ascending solution (Emanuel and Rotunno 2011) links the radial distribution of102

M at the top of the boundary layer to the radial distribution of the outflow temperature. The result103

is given by104

✓
M

Mm

◆2�Ck
Cd

=
2
⇣

r
rm

⌘2

2� Ck
Cd

+ Ck
Cd

⇣
r

rm

⌘2 (2)

where105

Mm = rmVm +
1
2

f r2
m (3)

is the angular momentum at the radius of maximum wind1 and Ck
Cd

is the ratio of the exchange106

coefficients of enthalpy and momentum. As detailed in Part I, Ck
Cd

in this model is taken as an107

increasing function of Vm, spanning the range [0.4,1], based on best-fit estimates of the inner-core108

angular momentum profile beyond rm using the HWind observational database.109

Second, the outer descending solution (Emanuel 2004) links the radial gradient of M at the110

top of the boundary layer to the thermodynamics of the quiescent free troposphere in radiative-111

subsidence balance. The solution is given by112

∂M
∂ r

=
2Cd

Wcool

(rV )2

r2
0 � r2 (4)

where r0 is the outer radius of vanishing wind, Cd is the surface drag coefficient, and Wcool is the113

magnitude of the radiative-subsidence rate in the free troposphere. We re-express this solution114

1As detailed in Part I, the parameters rm and Vm exactly equal the radius of maximum wind and maximum wind speed in the high-vorticity limit

( Vm
f rm

� 1).
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in a more convenient form by first rewriting the relative angular momentum term, rV , using the115

definition of M (Eq. (1)) and then non-dimensionalizing r by r0 and M by its value at r0, given by116

M0 =
1
2

f r2
0 (5)

The result is117

∂M̃
∂ r̃

= g

�
M̃� r̃2�2

1� r̃2 (6)

where r̃ = r
r0

and M̃ = M
M0

and the lone free parameter is given by118

g =
f r0

Wcool/Cd
(7)

This form combines all free parameters in the solution into one non-dimensional parameter, g ,119

which is comprised of the ratio of two distinct velocity scales given by f r0 and Wcool
Cd

. The former120

is a storm free parameter that depends on the outer size and latitude of a given storm at a given121

time, while the latter may be considered as an environmental free parameter that does not vary122

significantly from storm to storm. As detailed in Part I, Cd in this model is taken as a function of V123

fit to the data of Donelan et al. (2004). Note that if Cd is held constant with wind speed, then g may124

be truly treated as a single free parameter. However, the dependence of Cd on absolute wind speed125

necessarily decomposes g into two distinct parameters given by its constituent velocity scales,126

Wcool
Cd

and f r0. This behavior arises because the solution for the absolute wind speed is given127

by Eq. (4) where f r0 does not appear; as a result, the wind speed dependence applied to Wcool
Cd

128

cannot be generalized to apply to g (i.e. for variable Cd , equivalent variations in 1
Wcool

and f r0129

produce similar but not identical outcomes). Additionally, we note that the indeterminate form of130

the dimensional solution at r = r0 is eliminated in the formulation given by Eq. (6): substitution131

of M̃(r̃ = 1) = 1 in Eq. (6) leads to M̃0(r̃ = 1) = g(1� r̃2) = 0. To the authors’ knowledge, Eq. (6)132

still cannot be solved analytically. Eq. (6) will be leveraged in the analysis of structural variability133

presented below.134
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Finally, the inner and outer solutions can be directly merged at the merge radius ra, which is135

unique for a given set of parameters over a wide range of all parameter values as described in Part136

I. This fact may be understood geometrically, as Eq. (2) is concave down and approaches constant137

angular momentum in the limit of large radius, while the solution to Eq. (6) is concave up and138

approaches constant angular momentum in the limit of small radius. Note that each solution for139

the distribution of M is non-dimensionalized here with respect to its value at distinct radii: rm for140

the inner solution and r0 for the outer solution. This distinction provides theoretical grounding for141

the aforementioned tendency for the inner core of tropical cyclones to vary relative to a stable outer142

circulation (Weatherford and Gray 1988), which is analyzed in much greater detail below. More143

significantly, we may exploit the form of these equations to quantify the interrelationship between144

the inner and outer regions of the storm. The simplest quantity representative of this relationship145

is given by the ratio of the angular momentum at the radius of maximum wind to that at the outer146

radius, Mm
M0

. One may rewrite this ratio as147

Mm

M0
=

Mm

Ma

Ma

M0
(8)

where Ma is the angular momentum at the merge radius, ra. The inner model of Eq. (2) dictates148

that Mm
Ma

= F1

⇣
Vm,

Ck
Cd

⌘
, where the exact functional relationship arises from the reciprocal of Eq.149

(2) and we specify Vm in lieu of rm, as Vm is the most common quantity of interest in observations150

and models (as discussed in Part I). Meanwhile, the outer model of Eq. (6) is conveniently phrased151

in terms of M
M0

, which, in combination with the outer boundary condition M̃(r̃ = 1) = 1, dictates152

that Ma
M0

= F2

⇣
f r0,

Wcool
Cd

⌘
. Thus, Eq. (8) gives153

Mm

M0
= F

✓
Vm, f r0;

Ck

Cd
,
Wcool

Cd

◆
(9)

where the external parameters have been separated by the nature of their variability: Vm and f r0 are154

storm-specific parameters that both vary significantly from storm to storm and within the storm155
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lifecycle, while Ck
Cd

in the inner region and Wcool
Cd

in the outer region are largely environmental156

parameters that are not specific to a given storm. Note that (ra,Ma) are internal parameters and so157

are implicitly dependent on the same set of external parameters. Moreover, f r0 and Wcool
Cd

impose158

different effects on (ra,Ma) and thus must be treated as distinct parameters even for fixed Cd .159

Given the presence of the outer radius, r0, as an important parameter in the model, we briefly160

discuss some important considerations regarding its interpretation. As discussed in Part I, the161

outer solution may be specified with any outer region wind radius (e.g. r12) in lieu of r0. Part162

I demonstrated that this solution can capture the broad outer circulation of the system, though163

due to data limitations the solution was not tested at very small wind speeds in the vicinity of r0164

itself. Even in the presence of perfect data coverage, direct testing of the model prediction of r0 is165

complicated by the fact that the large-scale circulation in which a given storm is embedded may166

project onto the azimuthal-mean azimuthal-wind, which will impose large biases on the precise167

radius at which the storm circulation is perceived to vanish (e.g. for a storm embedded in a large-168

scale trough, the azimuthal wind will only vanish at the very large radius at the edge of the trough).169

As a result, the true r0 of the storm circulation is not readily defined directly from the full wind field170

unless the storm circulation is perfectly separated from the environmental flow. Instead, the outer171

structural model presents a dynamically-based prediction of the value of r0 that is constrained by172

its required consistency with the model at radii inside of r0 where the model performs well (cf.173

Part I). Thus, though continued investigation of the true value of r0 in nature is of scientific interest174

(and has recently been explored in Reed and Chavas (2015)), it is not essential to the validity of175

the model nor the analysis of its behavior presented here. It is noted, however, that an alternative176

wind radius serves as a practical but not a theoretical substitute for r0: though the solution may177

be specified using this length scale in lieu of r0, thereby replacing r0 as the size free parameter,178
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the solution itself depends specifically on r0 via Eq. (7). As such, r0 is a fundamental theoretical179

quantity even if it need not be directly specified.180

b. Modes of variability181

As noted in Part I, the merged solution may be fully specified with either of two pairs of storm182

parameters: (rm,Vm) or {Vm, r0}. The model additionally requires specification of three environ-183

mental parameters: in the inner region, Ck
Cd

was taken as a function of Vm estimated from the data;184

in the outer region, Wcool was taken as a constant equal to its estimated climatological value of185

2 mm s�1 and Cd was taken to be a function of V following the data of Donelan et al. (2004).186

Part I demonstrated that the resulting model radial structure compares well to observations for187

the simplest case of input (rm,Vm), indicating that the model can largely capture the full radial188

wind structure of tropical cyclones in nature. Following from the theoretical framework presented189

above, we now seek to explore the nature of wind field variability that arises from the alternative190

specification with {Vm, r0}, in which rm is implicitly predicted by the model. We focus principally191

on the modes of variability corresponding to variation of the two storm-specific parameters, Vm192

and f r0, identified in the theory.193

First, Figure 1 displays model variability associated with variations in Vm at constant f r0, with194

the result presented in non-dimensional M-space2 (M̃ vs. r̃) alongside the implicit mode of wind195

field variability in dimensional V -space (V vs. r). As Vm increases, angular momentum surfaces at196

small and intermediate radii shift radially inwards while outer region angular momentum surfaces197

remain fixed. The inward contraction of M surfaces is expected, as intensification equates to a local198

increase in angular momentum, whose surfaces necessarily must come from larger radii following199

angular momentum conservation principles. Note that the merge point also contracts inwards,200

2Both f and r0 are fixed, and thus variability in M̃-space and M-space are equivalent.
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indicating contraction of the radius of persistent deep convection as the outer model occupies201

an increasingly large fraction of the radial profile. Corresponding values of Mm
M0

decrease rapidly202

from 0.15 at low intensity (Vm = 15 ms�1) and then more gradually, becoming nearly constant203

at approximately 0.074 above 35 ms�1 and even increasingly slightly to 0.075 at high intensity.204

Meanwhile, rm continues to decrease with intensification relative to the fixed r0. Figure 1 also205

shows the case of fixed Ck
Cd

= 0.5 (dashed line, inset), in which Mm
M0

continues to decrease gradually206

with intensification to a value of 0.057 for Vm = 65 ms�1. The increase in Ck
Cd

with intensity207

translates to a more rapid sharpening of the inner model solution, which acts to shift the inner208

solution outwards to allow for merging with the outer solution, thereby offseting the reduction of209

Mm associated with intensification if Ck
Cd

were held fixed. As such, the value of Ck
Cd

affects not only210

structure but also the absolute radius of the inner-core wind field in this model. More generally,211

the model implicitly allows for large variations in the inner-core structure relative to a stable outer212

structure, precisely as was observed by Weatherford and Gray (1988).213

Second, Figure 2 displays model variability associated with variations in f r0 at constant Vm,214

with the result presented in M̃-space alongside the two implicit modes of wind field variability215

in V -space characterized by independent variations in f and r0. Increasing f r0 shifts the non-216

dimensional angular momentum profile downwards, an indication of a more rapid fractional loss of217

angular momentum (relative to M0) inwards of r0. Corresponding values of Mm
M0

also decrease with218

increasing f r0 at a rate of approximately 40% per doubling of f r0, indicating from a Lagrangian219

perspective that, all else equal, a boundary-layer air parcel in a larger or higher-latitude storm220

loses a larger fraction of its initial angular momentum while in transit from the outer radius to the221

radius of maximum wind. This mode of variability in M̃-space translates to two distinct modes in222

V -space. First, variation in r0 at constant f corresponds to changes in overall storm size, such that223

the entire storm structure is rescaled monotonically, though non-uniformly, in radius according to224
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the model physics. Second, variation in f at constant r0 corresponds to a subtler change in storm225

structure due to changes in latitude at constant intensity and size, in which for increasing f the226

wind field gradually expands radially outwards, but relative to a fixed outer radius. This expansion227

is most pronounced at intermediate radii, as r0 is fixed and changes in rm are modest. Notably, an228

increase in f corresponds to a decrease in Mm
M0

despite a concurrent increase in rm itself, as the small229

increase in Mm (which is independent of f for a reasonably intense storm, where Mm ⇡ rmVm) does230

not offset the larger increase in M0 accompanying the increase in f . Note that the magnitude of231

variations in r0 and f are identical in Figure 2, indicating that the wind field is much less sensitive232

to variations in f than to equivalent variations in r0. This result can be understood simply from the233

definition of Mm
M0

in the high-vorticity limit, which for given values of f r0 and Vm yields rm µ f r2
0

Vm
.234

Thus, a doubling of r0 yields a value of rm that is twice as large as its value for double f (e.g. for235

the base case of Figures 1 and 2, a doubling of f increases rm from 16.2 km to 19.9 km, while a236

doubling of r0 gives 39.8 km).237

In summary, three fundamental modes of wind field variability (Vm, r0, f ) arise from the two238

modes of variability in M̃-space (Vm, f r0). The first wind field mode corresponds to variation in239

the inner-core structure associated with changes in intensity (Vm) relative to a fixed overall size.240

Physically, increases in intensity correspond to an inward progression of angular momentum sur-241

faces that need not extend beyond some finite radius. Equivalently, this mode may correspond to242

an induced variation in rm (which varies Vm indirectly), such as in an eyewall replacement cycle, in243

which convection forced at a radius larger than rm causes the expansion of rm and concomitant de-244

crease in intensity (Sitkowski et al. 2011)3. The second wind field mode corresponds to variation245

in overall size (r0), such that the entire wind field is implicitly rescaled (non-uniformly) according246

to the physics of the structural model. Physically, the same intensity may be achieved at differ-247

3The model in its current form does not support multiple wind maxima.
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ent sizes, as the inward progression of surfaces of angular momentum may occur at any angular248

momentum magnitude. This mode also aligns with canonical potential intensity theory (Emanuel249

1986), in which r0 may be taken as a free parameter (below the upper bound scaling Vp
f ). Finally,250

the third wind field mode corresponds to a subtler variation in structure relative to a fixed overall251

size associated with changes in latitude ( f ). Taken together, the structure of the wind field depends252

on all three parameters, while size of the wind field is independent and fully encapsulated in the253

single parameter r0. Moreover, the nature of this model dictates that r0 is a fundamental measure254

of storm size, both because it dictates the magnitude of the initial source of angular momentum255

for the system (for a given value of f ), M0, from which the storm circulation is ultimately derived,256

and because it is a component of the parameter f r0 in the outer structure model itself.257

Finally, we briefly explore the sensitivity of the model wind field to the two environmental258

parameters. Figure 3 displays a set of solutions for a characteristic tropical cyclone at both higher259

intensity (Vm = 55 ms�1) and lower intensity (Vm = 30 ms�1) for f = 5 ⇤ 10�5 s�1, r0 = 700 km.260

Ck
Cd

and Wcool are varied over the plausible ranges [0.5,1] and [1,3] mm s�1, respectively. First,261

Figure 3a displays the sensitivity to Ck
Cd

, which is confined to the inner solution (i.e. r < ra) and262

is relatively weak, with rm 2 [13.4,16.2] km for the higher intensity case and rm 2 [32.7,39.3] km263

for the lower intensity case. Note that the inner-core wind field remains relatively similar across264

this parameter space, as the broadening of the wind profile beyond rm at lower Ck
Cd

partially offsets265

the simultaneous inward shift; the primary sensitivity is in the precise radius where the wind266

profile actually attains its peak value. Second, Figure 3b displays the sensitivity to Wcool , which267

is stronger and affects the solution at all radii. For Ck
Cd

= 0.75, varying Wcool over the plausible268

range [1,3] mm s�1 yields rm 2 [9.8,19.3] km for the higher intensity and rm 2 [23.1,48.0] km for269

the lower intensity. However, the underlying sensitivity of the outer solution (Eq. (6)) to Wcool270

is largest at larger radii approaching r0, such that if the model is specified using an alternative271
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wind radius sufficiently far inside of r0, the wind profile radially inwards of this radius varies less272

substantially. For example, Figure 3c displays the same sensitivity as Figure 3b but for the solution273

specified with r12 = 218.4 km (corresponding to r0 = 700 km for Wcool = 2 mms�1). The resulting274

variation in rm is significantly smaller, spanning rm 2 [14.3,15.7] km for the higher intensity case275

and rm 2 [35.0,38.4] km for the lower intensity case. This result has significant practical benefits276

for the use of information from the outer circulation (e.g. wind radii observations) to infer aspects277

of the inner core given that the value of Wcool carries some uncertainty and may vary in space and278

time.279

3. Comparison with observed variability280

We next compare the theoretical modes of variability to observations. We begin with the joint281

dependence of Mm
M0

on {Vm, f r0}. We then compare the modes of wind field variability with obser-282

vations and highlight the specific contexts in which these modes typically arise.283

a. Data284

Observed tropical cyclone wind field variability is quantified principally using the identical285

HWind-based datasets employed in Part I, which contains a large set of radial profiles of the near-286

surface (z = 10 m) azimuthal wind derived from the raw HWind wind field database (Powell et al.287

1998). This dataset is augmented by radial profiles from the QSCAT-R database (Chavas and Vigh288

2014), which is based on an optimized version of Version 3 of the complete global QuikSCAT289

dataset (Stiles et al. 2013), also employed in Part I. Uncertainty in wind profile data associated290

with incomplete spatial data coverage is quantified using a data coverage asymmetry parameter,291

x , defined as the magnitude of the vector mean of all grid point distance vectors from center as292
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a function of radius; this quantity spans the range [0,1], where smaller values of x imply lower293

uncertainty. The reader is referred to Part I for complete details of these datasets.294

Additional analysis of structural covariability is performed using the Extended Best Track295

dataset (EBT; Demuth et al. (2006)) for the North Atlantic and East Pacific basins over the pe-296

riod 1988-2012. EBT provides estimates of rm, the radii of 64-kt, 50-kt, and 34-kt wind (r64kt ,297

r50kt , r34kt , respectively, in each storm quadrant), and the radius of outermost closed surface isobar298

(rOCI) based on observations from aircraft, surface reports (e.g. ships), and satellite imagery. The299

source data are NHC operational estimates (i.e. not Best Tracked) prior to 2004 and thereafter300

are post-analyzed NHC estimates, with the exception of rm and rOCI which are not reanalyzed.301

Though the dataset carries many caveats (Vigh et al. 2012), it has demonstrated value in revealing302

fundamental relationships between storm structure and evolution (e.g. Carrasco et al. 2014), and303

ultimately it is by far the most extensive dataset available that contains information about storm304

radial structure at small and large radii simultaneously with uniform temporal coverage for the full305

life-cycle of all included storms.306

b. Angular momentum loss: Mm
M0

307

Comparison of the model to observations first requires specification of r0. In practice, though,308

r0 is very difficult to estimate directly from observations due to the combination of the decrease309

in data coverage and the breakdown of the assumption of constant background flow at large radii310

(see Section 2a for further discussion). Thus, we need to specify an alternative wind radius in its311

place, preferably one that lies confidently in the non-convecting outer circulation. We may then312

estimate r0 from this wind radius using the outer wind model of Eq. (6), which was shown in313

Part I to compare very well with observations in the broad outer region of the circulation. Chavas314

and Emanuel (2010) focused on the radius of 12 ms�1 (r12), which offers a balance of sufficient315
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data coverage and minimal noise from both moist convection and variations in the background316

flow. Here we explore the choice of wind radius by assessing how well the model prediction of rm317

compares with HWind observations. Figure 4 displays model performance in its prediction of rm,318

as measured by median error, as a joint function of intensity (Vm) and azimuthal wind speed (Vf it)319

of the HWind observed wind radius (e.g. r12) to which the model is fit. As in Part I, Vm is defined320

as the peak HWind azimuthal-mean azimuthal wind. The model is nearly unbiased in its prediction321

of rm for Vf it in the vicinity of 10�13 ms�1; remarkably, the bias is low for all intensities within322

the observational range (i.e. up to approximately 55 ms�1). This result matches the finding in Part323

I that the model with rm specified was nearly unbiased in predicting wind speeds at large radii (i.e.324

small wind speeds) across all intensities. Meanwhile, when fitting with intermediate wind speeds,325

the bias approaches 40%, a reflection of the model underestimation of the observed wind profile at326

intermediate radii demonstrated in Part I for input rm. Thus, based on these results in combination327

with the results of Part I, which indicated that the outer model performs very well in reproducing328

the broad outer circulation when fit to r12, we specify the model using r12 from observations in329

lieu of r0 (whose value is now given by the model) for the subsequent analysis.330

We now compare the theoretical joint dependence of Mm
M0

on Vm and f r0 against observations.331

Figure 5 displays Mm
M0

as a joint function of Vm and f r0 for both HWind observations (N = 989) and332

the theoretical prediction; the observational value of r0 is estimated from the observed r12 using333

Eq. (6). The majority of the observations span a comparably large range of values of Vm and f r0 of334

[10,65] and [10,95], respectively, indicating a preference for slightly higher values of f r0. There335

exists a small subset of low-intensity cases (Vm  26 ms�1; N = 8) possessing values of f r0 ex-336

tending to 130. Figure 5 indicates that the theoretical joint dependence of Mm
M0

to Vm and f r0 closely337

matches the observations, with Mm
M0

decreasing for increasing Vm and f r0, though the dependence338

on Vm occurs predominantly at lower intensities as shown in Figure 1. Although the dependence339
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on Vm is perhaps an unsurprising observational result, the additional dependence on f r0 indicates340

that the complete model is doing a credible job capturing the variability of storm structure in na-341

ture as a function not only of intensity but of size and latitude as well. To quantify the comparison,342

we perform a simple multiple linear regression on the logarithm of Mm
M0

against the logarithms343

of Vm and f r0 for all data where f r0 < 75 ms�1, which encompasses the filled region shown of344

Figure 5. Doing so yields best-fit coefficients of �0.56 (95% CI: (�0.55,�0.58)) and �0.52345

(�0.51,�0.53), respectively, for the model and �0.71 (�0.61,0.80) and �0.36 (�0.27,�0.45),346

respectively for observations, indicating that in the model the conditional dependence on f r0 is347

a bit stronger and the conditional dependence on Vm is a bit weaker than in observations. Very348

similar results are obtained when replacing M0 with M12 (with Mm
M12

2 [0.09,0.52] for filled region349

shown in Figure 5), an indication that the dependence on f r0 is not confined solely to the far outer350

region between r12 and r0. Note that the precise values shown in Figure 5, which is essentially an351

integral over the entire predicted wind structure, will be sensitive to the choice of r12 as our outer352

wind radius as well as the two environmental parameters, but the existence and general character353

of this joint dependence are not.354

There may be a temptation in Eq. (9) and Figure 5 to non-dimensionalize both velocity param-355

eters by Vp in order to transform the two storm-specific parameters into storm intensity and outer356

size each normalized by their respective theoretical upper bounds, Vp and Vp
f (Emanuel 1995b).357

However, from Eq. (6), doing so requires the equivalent non-dimensionalization of Wcool
Cd

, thereby358

undercutting our assumption that this parameter follow a fixed functional form in space and time,359

a step that simplifies the analysis. Such a non-dimensionalization would lead directly to the result360

of Chavas and Emanuel (2014), which demonstrated that r0 at equilibrium scales primarily with361

Vp
f and secondarily with the non-dimensional parameter CdVp

Wcool
. Moreover, real storms in nature362

appear to be far from equilibrium, as r0 in observations is known to span a wide range of sizes363
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and does not appear to scale in any simple manner with this equilibrium length scale (Chavas and364

Emanuel 2010). Thus, the model as presented here applies whether or not r0 is equilibrated, as it365

makes no assumption about the scaling of r0 but rather simply externalizes it into a free parameter.366

As such, the model dictates that the complete radial structure of the tropical cyclone wind field367

is dependent upon the absolute storm intensity and absolute size while remaining conditionally368

independent of the environmental parameter Vp. We note from Figure 5, though, that the range369

of values of f r0 for reasonably intense storms (Vm > 35 ms�1) is nearly identical to that of Vm370

(Vm < 65 ms�1; f r0 < 70 ms�1); given that Vp bounds Vm from above (i.e. Vm  Vp) in observa-371

tions (Emanuel 2000), this leads to f r0 Vp and thus r0 
Vp
f , indicating that Vp

f may successfully372

represent an absolute length scale for the upper bound on r0 in nature as predicted by theory.373

c. Wind field variability374

The three modes of wind field variability have direct relationships to observed variability in375

nature. Below we explore the observed behavior of the wind field, with particular emphasis on the376

contrasting modes of variability that prevail within the storm life-cycle (intra-storm) and across377

storms (inter-storm).378

1) STRUCTURAL COVARIABILITY: INTRA-STORM VS. INTER-STORM379

We begin with a general exploration of how the observed wind field tends to vary. First, to380

demonstrate examples, Figure 6 shows a small subset of wind profiles that possess nearly con-381

current HWind data for the inner region and QuikSCAT data out to large radii (cf. Figure 3 of382

Part I). These wind profiles display two modes of wind field variability: variability in intensity383

at approximately constant outer size, at both a smaller and a larger size; and variability in size at384

approximately constant intensity, at both a lower and a higher intensity. In the former, the broad385
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outer circulation is remarkably similar across cases in the presence of large variations in Vm and an386

associated contraction of rm with increasing intensity. This behavior reflects the theoretical mode387

of variability characterized by varying Vm at fixed {r0, f} (Figure 1). In the latter, the wind fields388

possess very similar qualitative structures, but which vary in size consistently at all radii. This389

behavior reflects the theoretical mode of variability characterized by varying r0 at fixed {Vm, f}390

(Figure 2).391

More specifically, wind field variability due to variation in intensity represents the principle392

mode within the storm life-cycle, whereas that due to variation in size represents the principle393

mode across storms. From the broader HWind database, Figure 7 displays observed variability in394

the radial profile of the azimuthal wind. First, Figure 7 shows wind profiles for Hurricane Earl395

(2010) during a two-day period of significant intensification. Within an 18-hour window from396

29 Aug 0730 UTC to 30 Aug 0130 UTC, Vm increases from 20 ms�1 to 34 ms�1 and then more397

gradually to 45 ms�1 over the subsequent 24 hours. During this period, f changes minimally as398

Earl traverses from 16.8oN to 20.2oN. Intensification is accompanied by a corresponding marked399

decrease in rm from 69 km to 23 km within a 24-hour period; meanwhile, the outer wind field400

remains largely unperturbed throughout, with r12 remaining approximately constant at 300 km.401

Wind speeds at intermediate radii beyond rm (r 2 [100,200] km) continue to increase with inten-402

sification, in contrast to the observed cases in Figure 6 and the model behavior in Figure 1. This403

difference reflects again the statistical underestimation of observed wind speeds by the model at404

intermediate radii found in Part I. Overall, this intra-storm variability reflects the theoretical mode405

of variability associated with changes in intensity in Figure 1. Second, Figure 7 shows the subset406

of wind profiles for which Vm 2 [45,50] ms�1 across all storms in the HWind database (one profile407

per storm, corresponding to the highest available Vm within the bin) and at latitudes below 20oN408

to limit the variability in f (3.5� 4.9 ⇤ 10�5 s�1). For nearly constant intensity and comparable409
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latitude, storms exist across a range of sizes, with rm (9.5� 43.8 km) and r12 (142.6� 353.6 km)410

now covarying strongly together. Overall, this inter-storm variability reflects the theoretical mode411

of variability associated with changes in size in Figure 1. Note that the two modes may occa-412

sionally occur simultaneously within the storm life-cycle; indeed, the two instances of Hurricane413

Ike (2008) in Figure 6 indicate joint variability in intensity and size (specifically, weakening and414

expansion) during the intervening five-day period.415

Building on these examples, we now extend this analysis of wind field covariability to the full416

HWind database to assess the extent to which these two modes emerge statistically over many417

storms. Figure 8 displays the Kendall rank correlation matrix disaggregated into intra-storm and418

inter-storm components among Vm, four canonical operational wind radii (rm,r64kt ,r50kt ,r34kt) and419

r12; we require x  0.5 at a given wind radius to be considered valid. All quantities are calculated420

from the azimuthal-mean azimuthal wind profile. Intra-storm correlation is defined as the mean421

over all storms of the correlation calculated for each storm, while inter-storm correlation is the422

correlation of the parameter values averaged over the lifecycle of each storm. The sample is423

defined as storms with at least five time steps with valid data for all six parameters to ensure a424

robust dataset for analysis (N = 19 storms); only those time steps with valid data for all parameters425

are included in the analysis. The parameters of Figure 8 are categorized into the inner core (Vm,rm)426

and the outer region (r64kt ,r50kt ,r34kt ,r12) although the intermediate wind radii may occasionally427

lie in the inner core when the corresponding wind speed is comparable to the storm intensity.428

Furthermore, Figure 8 quantifies the magnitude of intra-storm and inter-storm variability via the429

coefficient of variation (CV; s

µ

) of each radial parameter for this sample. For further corroboration,430

we apply this analysis identically to the much more extensive Extended Best Track database for431

the combined Atlantic (1988-2012) and East Pacific (2001-2012) basins (Figure 9), where rOCI432

replaces r12 as the outermost wind radius. The sample is defined as storms with at least 10 time433
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steps with valid data for all six parameters (N = 144 storms); the larger size of the EBT dataset434

allows for a stricter time step threshold, though results are quantitatively similar when using the435

same threshold as in Figure 8. Azimuthal-mean values of r64kt , r50kt , and r34kt are each defined as436

the mean value across all quadrants with valid data, and values within each quadrant correspond437

to the maximum extent of the respective wind speed. As discussed below, both datasets give very438

similar results regarding the nature of wind field variability.439

Within the storm lifecycle, Vm and rm are negatively correlated, as follows from the characteris-440

tic reduction of rm with intensification discussed above. The inner and outer regions covary very441

weakly as found by Weatherford and Gray (1988) and also demonstrated in the analysis of Part442

I, as the covariance among the outer region wind radii in the HWind database is strong but de-443

creases in magnitude moving radially inwards. For example, r12 covaries strongly with r34kt and444

successively less strongly with r50kt and r64kt until the correlation approaches zero with rm. For445

EBT data, a similar pattern emerges, though the covariance between r34kt and rOCI is weaker than446

that between r34kt and r12 in HWind. We note that rOCI and r12 are not equivalent, as rOCI does447

not translate easily to any particular wind radius due in part to the sensitivity of its estimation to448

environmental pressure and the flow-dependent effects on closed isobars, as well as its lack of449

post-event reanalysis. Finally, the coefficient of variation, representing the magnitude of intra-450

storm variability, decreases steadily as one moves radially outward, reaching a minimum value of451

0.13 and 0.14 for intra-storm variability of r12 (HWind) and rOCI (EBT), respectively, indicative452

of the stability of the outer region relative to the turbulent inner core.453

Meanwhile, across storms, two key distinctions emerge. First, rm covaries strongly with all outer454

radii and, moreover, all outer region wind radii covary strongly and uniformly with one another,455

an indication that the radial extent of the entire storm varies in unison. The correlation between rm456

and the outer radii is a bit stronger in HWind than in EBT. Second, the magnitude of the variability457
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of all radial length scales beyond rm is much larger than in the intra-storm case. This result is also458

found for EBT rm but is less evident for HWind rm, the latter likely a more reliable rm dataset.459

Indeed, rm may exhibit equivalent magnitudes of variability both within and across storms. These460

results corroborate the finding of Chavas and Emanuel (2010) noting the much larger variance of461

storm size across storms as compared to within the storm life-cycle. Additionally, rm and Vm across462

storms are not correlated in the HWind database but they covary negatively across storms in the463

EBT database (Figure 8); this difference may again reflect the fact that rm is not reanalyzed in EBT.464

This lack of a correlation between rm and Vm likely indicates that the magnitude of inter-storm465

variability in storm size overwhelms any signal from the characteristic anti-correlated variability466

found in the intra-storm case, as has been noted in prior studies (e.g. Stern and Nolan (2009);467

Stern et al. (2014)). Indeed, the requirement of valid data for r64kt imposes the constraint that468

Vm � 64 kt, thereby limiting the variability of Vm; relaxing the requirement of valid data for all469

HWind parameters simultaneously gives a rank correlation between Vm and rm of �0.40.470

For the EBT analysis, results are similar when applied to the Atlantic and East Pacific databases471

separately (not shown). However, the East Pacific basin exhibits smaller variation in the outer472

radii, as measured by CV, particularly across storms (though inter-storm values remain consistently473

larger than intra-storm values), as well as a significantly stronger correlation between outer size474

metrics and Vmax (though not rmax) both within and across storms. The former may reflect the475

consistently smaller storm sizes found in the East Pacific basin (Avila and Pasch 1995; Chavas476

and Emanuel 2010; Knaff et al. 2014). The reason for the latter is not known, though may be477

tied simply to a lack of in situ data coverage relative to the Atlantic basin. Further analysis of478

inter-basin differences is left for future work.479
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Thus, the first mode of model variability (varying Vm; Figure 1) corresponds to the principal480

intra-storm mode of wind field variability in nature, while the second mode of variability (varying481

r0; Figure 2) corresponds to the principal inter-storm mode of wind field variability in nature.482

Finally, we return to the HWind database to quantitatively compare these two modes of vari-483

ability specifically in the context of rm in observations and predicted by the model for input r12.484

We calculate correlation coefficients between modeled and observed rm for all data as well as for485

intra-storm and inter-storm data (as in Figures 8 and 9). For all data combined, modeled and ob-486

served values of rm correlate strongly, with a Pearson correlation coefficient of r = 0.76 (Kendall487

rank correlation r = 0.58). For the sample of storms with at least five time steps with valid values488

for observed and modeled rm (N = 46 storms), the intra-storm Pearson correlation coefficient be-489

tween HWind rm and the model prediction is r = 0.52 (Kendall rank coefficient r = 0.35), while490

that for the inter-storm case is r = 0.90 (Kendall rank coefficient r = 0.74). These relationships491

are illustrated in Figure 10, which shows a scatter plot of the observed and modeled rm for all data492

as well as for the inter-storm data. Though correlation values indicate that the model is capable493

of capturing a substantial fraction of the observed variance in rm, particularly across storms, the494

model increasingly underestimates rm at larger values of rm (both overall and storm-mean). This495

result corroborates the aforementioned finding that the model sensitivity of Mm
M0

to f r0 is stronger496

than in observations. The model bias at higher rm, however, is not all explained. As with the pre-497

diction of Mm
M0

, the precise prediction of rm from an outer radius entails an integral over the entire498

structure and thus is sensitive to all components and parameters as well as the chosen metric for499

outer size. Such considerations must be accounted for in potential operational applications, which500

are discussed in Section 5. Note that the weaker intra-storm correlation within the storm life-cycle501

is perhaps unsurprising given that intra-storm variability essentially represents short time-scale502

variability and thus is sensitive to the noisy turbulent processes in the inner-core, whereas inter-503
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storm variability represents the spatial component of variability, whose time-average will act to504

smooth out this noise.505

2) LATITUDE506

The third mode of wind field variability ( f ) is more subtle, in terms of both the much smaller507

magnitude of its effect on the wind field (Figure 2) as well as the smaller observed variability of f508

in nature. Nonetheless, the combination of Eq. (6) and Figure 5 suggests that the effect of variable509

f on storm structure is real, though its effects on the wind field are not easily isolated in the510

observational database given that canonical storm tracks occupy a relatively narrow latitude band511

and, moreover, storms that move poleward are prone to substantial changes in intensity and size512

given the climatological decrease of potential intensity and increase in probability of extratropical513

interaction with latitude. Additionally, the potential for dependence of r0 on f itself (Chavas and514

Emanuel 2014; Khairoutdinov and Emanuel 2013; Held and Zhao 2008; Knaff et al. 2014) may515

undercut the existence of this as a truly independent mode of wind field variability in nature.516

Here we highlight one observational example in Figure 11, which displays the structural evo-517

lution of Hurricane Earl (2010) in a 2-day period shortly after that displayed in Figure 7. As518

shown in Figure 11, Earl moved gradually poleward by 10 degrees latitude while maintaining a519

relatively constant intensity during this period. Figure 11 also displays the observed and model520

predicted time series of Mm
M0

, where the value of r0 used to calculate the observational value of521

M0 is estimated from r12 using the outer model (Eq. (6)). The model correctly captures the de-522

crease in Mm
M0

with increasing f during this period. Moreover, the time-series of r12, which exhibits523

a statistically-significant upward linear trend, suggests that the storm is expanding as it moves524

poleward, reflecting the positive correlation between size and latitude that has been noted in past525

research (Merrill 1984; Mueller et al. 2006; Knaff et al. 2014). However, Figure 11 also shows that526
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the increase in r12 translates to a constant or perhaps slightly decreasing trend in r0, a consequence527

of the fact that the outer region model dictates that the distance between r0 and r12 decreases with528

increasing f . As a matter of practical significance, this example demonstrates how the analysis of529

variation in size depends crucially on the metric of interest – here the observed size metric (r12)530

appears to be increasing whereas the size of the entire circulation is not. Taken together, this ex-531

ample highlights the subtle changes in storm structure that accompany an increase in latitude: the532

circulation at intermediate radii (e.g. r12) expands relative to a constant r0.533

Overall, this case study provides some indication that the wind field is only weakly sensitive to534

variations in f for values spanning the typical tropical main development region, in line with the535

model prediction. Further insight may be gained by evaluating the role of temporal variability in f536

on the storm wind field in an idealized modeling setting, but this effort is beyond the scope of this537

work. Experiments under a simplified axisymmetric geometry are appealing, though the strong538

dependence of storm structure and intensity on the radial turbulent mixing length complicates the539

interpretation of the effect of variable f (Chavas and Emanuel 2014). Modeling experiments in540

three dimensions, in which the effects of the radial turbulent mixing length are limited only to541

sub-grid-scale processes, may offer a fruitful way forward.542

4. Implications for understanding and modeling the tropical cyclone wind field543

First and foremost, the model presents a viable conceptual framework for defining the oft-544

conflated terms “size” and “structure” and their respective variabilities. The model successfully545

externalizes r0 as an independent parameter, thereby defining “size” simply as the absolute length546

scale r0 and “structure” as the wind field relative to r0 (i.e. ∂M
∂ r or ∂V

∂ r ), the latter given by the547

combination of two theoretical solutions and their respective parametric dependencies. A similar548

conceptual hypothesis for wind field variability was proposed by Holland et al. (1984) (Figure 1549
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therein) in the context of changes in intensity and size though absent the dependence of the en-550

tire radial profile on variations in size4. Here, variation in size (r0) occurs in conjunction with the551

model’s radial structure, such that changes in r0 implicitly rescale (non-uniformly) the entire radial552

profile in accordance with the model physics. Such behavior aligns with the observed tendency for553

storms in nature to span a large range of sizes while retaining an identical qualitative radial struc-554

ture. Furthermore, it aligns well with the bed of existing theory for both tropical cyclone intensity555

and structure that is itself phrased not in terms of absolute radius but rather relative to a single556

length scale (Emanuel 1995a; Emanuel and Rotunno 2011). Notably, the dependence of structure557

on the quantity f r0 indicates that, though size (i.e. r0) is independent of structure, structure is558

not independent of size. We further note that, though one may equivalently specify the wind field559

solution using an alternative size metric, such as rm, the emergent behavior of wind field variabil-560

ity is not equivalent. This result arises principally because rm is correlated with Vm. Indeed, the561

model contains additional information regarding wind field variability, particularly structural vari-562

ability associated with changes in intensity (and perhaps latitude), that is lost when rm is specified563

directly.564

Second, the standard cartesian view of the tropical cyclone wind field, which focuses on rm565

as the primary structural metric of interest, obscures the more relevant underlying physics of the566

tropical cyclone wind field based on absolute angular momentum. In particular, intensification is567

commonly associated with the notion of contraction of the radius of maximum wind, as shown in568

observations above, and so it is common parlance to define “contraction” in cartesian space as the569

inward shift of rm (e.g. Stern et al. (2015)). Fundamentally, though, changes in intensity corre-570

spond structurally to the contraction of angular momentum surfaces, whose evolution is inherently571

correlated in radius given that an increase in angular momentum at one point requires an inward572

4Notably, their definition of “strength” coincidentally corresponds closely to the variability induced by changes in Ck
Cd

.
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flux of angular momentum from larger radius, as discussed in Section 1. As such, the conceptual573

understanding of intensification is best placed in the broader context of variability of the value of574

angular momentum at rm (i.e. Mm) relative to its value at some large radius, ideally defined to575

be at the outer radius (i.e. M0). From this perspective, M0 represents the magnitude of the initial576

source of angular momentum supplied to the system, while the ratio Mm
M0

represents the fraction of577

this initial magnitude that remains at rm and depends on intensity, size, and latitude. The canonical578

view of the contraction of rm itself is simply the special (but common) case of variation in Vm at579

fixed f and r0, in which Mm varies (and angular momentum surfaces contract) relative to a fixed580

value of M0 (i.e. Figure 1). However, M0 may also vary simultaneously due to, e.g. an increase581

in size (r0), whose effect on rm may offset that of contraction. Though this behavior may lead582

to the perception that contraction of rm is not occurring (e.g. Stern et al. (2015)), instead it may583

simply reflect the independent and simultaneous effects of contraction with intensification and584

overall expansion on the time tendency of rm. A strict focus on rm alone will miss this distinction.585

Thus, the model presented herein defines the wind field through the lens of angular momentum,586

whose variability can be understood theoretically and from which quantities of practical interest587

such as rm may be extracted. We note, however, that the above discussion does not exclude rm588

as an important physical length scale, as there are known inner-core phenomena, such as eyewall589

replacement cycles and other boundary layer processes (e.g. Kepert and Nolan (2014)) as well as590

frictional dissipation and entropy production (e.g. Khairoutdinov and Emanuel (2013)), that likely591

depend specifically on rm.592

Third, from a mechanistic perspective, local increases in angular momentum require inward593

import from larger radii. This highlights the critical role of radial fluxes of angular momentum594

in the boundary layer, which has received substantial attention in size and structure research (e.g.595

Chan and Chan (2013, 2014)), particularly in the context of secondary eyewall formation (e.g.596
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Abarca and Montgomery (2014); Kepert (2013)). However, it is worth noting that in the context597

of this model, the information used to define the equilibrium distribution of angular momentum at598

all radii has its source not from within the boundary layer but rather from above it: the inner region599

distribution depends on the nature of turbulence in the outflow at the top of the troposphere, while600

the outer region distribution depends on the rate at which free-tropospheric air subsides under601

the influence of radiative cooling. As such, angular momentum fluxes are undoubtedly critical in602

the boundary layer yet are slaved to processes occurring outside of it. The implication is that an603

exclusive focus on the boundary layer alone, while potentially very useful for understanding time-604

dependent processes such as secondary eyewall formation, may miss connections with the free605

troposphere, particularly at equilibrium. This perspective may provide insight into how storm-606

environment interaction, including spiral rain bands and variations in ambient moisture (e.g. Xu607

and Wang (2010); Hill and Lackmann (2009)), may further modulate storm structure.608

Fourth, additional insight may be gained by considering the relevant equilibration time-scales609

at play. The model can be considered to have five components: three input parameters, Vm, r0,610

and f , and two structural elements given by the solutions for the inner and outer regions. The-611

oretically, four of these elements operate on fast time-scales of less than one day. First, Vm is612

governed energetically by the dynamics of ventilation theory (Tang and Emanuel 2010) (as well as613

upper ocean turbulent mixing (Price 1981)) whose time-scale is O[hr] (Tang and Emanuel 2012;614

Emanuel 2012), and indeed observations and models clearly indicate that Vm is prone to changing615

rapidly (Kaplan et al. 2010). Second, f carries a dynamical adjustment time-scale given by its616

reciprocal (O[< 1 day]), which is itself much faster than the timescale of variation in f , given617

by f
vtb

= O[10 days] for characteristic values of b = ∂ f
∂f

at latitude f = 20 and storm meridional618

translation speed vt = 3 ms�1. Third, the inner structural model is governed by the physics of619

Kelvin-Helmholtz turbulence in the outflow and the subsequent inward propagation of information620
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from the outflow to the boundary layer by gravity waves, both of which carry very fast time-scales621

of O[< 1 hr] (Lignieres et al. 1999). Finally, the outer structural model is governed largely by the622

physics of the Ekman layer, whose equilibration time-scale is O[< 1 day] and which is typically623

unperturbed during the life-cycle evolution of a given storm. In contrast, the final element, r0,624

has been shown in an idealized model to carry very slow equilibration time-scales of O[10 days]625

(Chavas and Emanuel 2014) and is known observationally to vary relatively slowly during the626

storm lifecycle (Chavas and Emanuel 2010; Knaff et al. 2014). However, no theoretical time-scale627

exists for its dynamics, and the equilibrium length-scale for r0, given by the ratio Vp
f (Chavas and628

Emanuel 2014), is insufficient to explain its substantial variation in nature (Chavas and Emanuel629

2010). This separation of timescales indicates that, in contrast to size, storm structure may be vi-630

ably represented by an equilibrium model, such as the one presented here, on timescales relevant631

for observations and operational forecasting.632

Finally, the model’s decomposition of wind field variability conveniently enables the credible633

representation of a fully-specified, time-dependent physical solution for the wind field whose vari-634

ability is encapsulated in the parameters Vm, r0, and f . Given our theoretical understanding of635

the physics and dynamics of Vm in the context of environmental ventilation (Tang and Emanuel636

2010, 2012), and given information on storm track, the lone remaining requirement is an external637

model for the free parameter r0, i.e. storm size. Note that in principle M0 could replace r0 as the638

relevant free parameter. However, such an approach implicitly combines f and r0, whereas r0 is639

often taken to be a random variable (e.g. Lin et al. (2014)), while the distribution of f is indepen-640

dently set by the genesis regions and storm tracks of a given climate state. Indeed, variation in M0641

is dominated by that of r0 due to the large variance of r0 in nature (Chavas and Emanuel 2010;642

Knaff et al. 2014) relative to the smaller variance in f associated with the narrow tropical storm643

track, an effect that is amplified by the quadratic dependence on r0. Nonetheless, understanding644
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the potential relationship between f and r0, indicative principally of the dependence of precursor645

disturbance size on latitude, is a worthy research endeavor.646

5. Summary and conclusions647

Part I of this work developed a simple theoretical model for the complete radial structure of the648

low-level absolute angular momentum, and thus azimuthal wind field, in a tropical cyclone, one649

that carries two options for its specification: the maximum wind speed and radius of maximum650

wind, or the maximum wind speed and the outer radius of vanishing wind. The former was shown651

to compare well quantitatively to a large database of wind profiles from observed tropical cyclones652

in nature. However, information about the nature of wind field variability is implicitly embedded653

in the external parameters Vm and rm. Physical models for Vm exist, but not for rm, whose repre-654

sentation is hampered by its inherently noisy nature as well as the lack of a holistic understanding655

of the wind field and its variability.656

Here we find that the alternative model specification, which takes r0 as input and rm as output,657

offers significant additional insight into the nature of wind field variability when viewed through658

the lens of absolute angular momentum. Such an approach also carries theoretical appeal by659

considering variations in absolute angular momentum relative to its value at source radius. A660

non-dimensional form of the model predicts the ratio of the angular momentum at the radius661

of maximum wind and the outer radius, Mm
M0

, to be a function of four parameters: two storm-662

specific velocity scales, Vm and f r0, whose space-time variability is large, and two environmental663

parameters, Ck
Cd

in the inner region and Wcool
Cd

in the outer region, whose space-time variability is664

small. Variability of the two storm-specific parameters translate to three distinct modes of wind665

field variability due to changes in intensity, size, and latitude, where size is defined as r0. The666

theoretical joint dependence of Mm
M0

on Vm and f r0 is shown to closely match observations when667
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given the radius of a wind speed in the vicinity of 12 ms�1 (r12), indicating also that the model668

successfully captures the dependence of storm structure on intensity, size, and latitude found in669

nature. The corresponding modes of wind field variability in the model appear to compare well670

with observations, in particular 1) the intra-storm variability of the inner core structure due to671

intensification/decay relative to a stable outer circulation, and 2) the inter-storm variability in672

storm size. More broadly, the model offers theoretical and conceptual insight into the nature673

of the tropical cyclone wind field, including the oft-conflated terms “size” (r0) and “structure”674

(the wind field relative to r0, i.e. ∂M
∂ r or ∂V

∂ r ) and their distinct modes of variability. In particular,675

the model dictates that size is independent of structure, but structure is not independent of size, as676

the solution “feels” r0 at all radii due to the dependence on f r0 in the outer solution.677

Considering both parts of this work in combination, the model makes various predictions, whose678

successes and limitations we wish to review here. We begin with model successes:679

• The model asserts a credible minimal model for the complete radial structure of the tropical680

cyclone, represented by an inner ascending region and an outer descending region that are di-681

rectly juxtaposed. The result constitutes an overturning circulation consistent with the known682

physics of tropical cyclones.683

• The model captures the qualitative behavior of the radial structure of the wind field, including684

rapid decay beyond rm (represented by the inner solution) and a long tail of gradual decay at685

larger radii (represented by the outer solution). In particular, the outer solution is capable of686

quantitatively reproducing the broad outer circulation of observed storms, which constitutes687

the majority of the areal coverage of the storm.688

• The model defines wind field variability, including the terms “size” and “structure”, through689

the fundamental lens of absolute angular momentum. Outer size, r0, represents the radius690
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of the initial source of absolute angular momentum for the storm imparted by the Earth’s691

rotation. Structure represents the inward rate of loss of angular momentum relative to its692

initial value at r0.693

• The model predicts that the structural quantity Mm
M0

depends jointly on Vm and f r0, matching694

observations.695

• By externalizing intensity and outer size as free parameters, the model predicts that intensity696

and size may vary independently, consistent with behavior in models and observations.697

• The model predicts that rm depends principally on both intensity and outer size, consistent698

with behavior in models and observations.699

• The model predicts the contraction of both rm and the inner core of persistent deep convection700

with intensification relative to a stable outer region associated with changes in intensity at701

fixed size and latitude, consistent with behavior in models and observations.702

• The model predicts the (non-uniform) rescaling of the entire wind field associated with703

changes in size at fixed intensity and latitude, consistent with behavior in models and ob-704

servations.705

• The model predicts a slow expansion of the wind field at small and intermediate radii for706

increasing f , consistent with observations.707

• The model’s underlying timescales suggest that storm structure equilibrates rapidly relative708

to changes in intensity and size, matching the consistent structures over a range of observed709

intensities and sizes found in this analysis.710

Notably, the above successes are not dependent on precise estimates of the model’s parameter val-711

ues. Nonetheless, limitations of the model remain, particularly for precise quantitative predictions:712
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• Though reasonably well-constrained by both the performance of the outer solution and inde-713

pendent theoretical and modeling results, the value for the radiative-subsidence rate is still714

subject to uncertainty in the details of its calculation (as well as unknown spacetime variabil-715

ity). Meanwhile, the value of Ck
Cd

is poorly-constrained, and the intensity dependence of its716

best-fit values do not match existing observational estimates though the range of values is the717

correct order of magnitude. Uncertainties in both parameters may mask model deficiencies,718

though the qualitative behavior of the model does not depend on their precise values.719

• The inner solution neglects myriad real-world effects (e.g. dissipative heating, the pressure720

dependence of the saturation enthalpy, super-gradient winds) and its underlying physics oth-721

erwise cannot be validated here. Ultimately, the inner solution is a simple and useful model722

for a complex region, though other more suitable theories cannot be excluded.723

• The model statistically underestimates the wind field at intermediate radii for reasonably724

strong storms. This behavior is hypothesized to arise from a transition region of intermittent725

rainfall at intermediate radii, such as spiral rain bands, that is not captured by the model,726

though other explanations or model deficiencies may be at play.727

• The precise quantitative prediction of Mm
M0

(and thus rm) represents an integral over the com-728

plete radial structure and thus may be sensitive to the choice of values for the environmental729

parameters, Wcool and Ck
Cd

, as well as the input metric for outer size.730

• The predicted dependence of wind field behavior on latitude is not conclusively testable from731

observations alone.732

• Transient inner-core structural variability, such as eyewall replacement cycles, is not ac-733

counted for.734
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• The role of the boundary layer is left unaddressed here, particularly in the inner core. The735

successes of the model suggest that the boundary layer plays only a secondary role in the736

general behavior of the wind field at least for the non-convecting outer region.737

These limitations indicate many potential avenues for improvement. Overall, though, the model738

compares well to nature in its ability to reproduce not only the characteristic radial structure itself739

but also the dominant modes of wind field variability within and across storms, including funda-740

mental relationships linking the angular momentum at the radius of maximum wind to that at the741

outer radius. In this way, the whole is greater than the sum of its parts: the complete model is742

more than merely a juxtaposition of solutions for the inner and outer regions, as information is743

also encoded in the interplay of the solutions that arises from their juxtaposition. Moreover, the744

system may be interpreted to behave like a vortex within a vortex, where the inner vortex sustains745

itself off of absolute angular momentum supplied by the outer vortex and the outer vortex sustains746

itself off of angular momentum supplied by the rotating Earth; the outer vortex is necessary only747

to achieve global mass balance in form of the overturning circulation. The result is a credible748

model for the complete, time-dependent wind field whose evolution depends principally on three749

parameters – intensity, size, and rotation rate – each of which must be modeled externally.750

Finally, from a practical perspective, the equilibration timescales of the model components sug-751

gest that variability of storm structure in nature on timescales relevant to operational forecasting752

may be credibly captured by equilibrium dynamics. As such, the model offers the potential to753

place individual wind radii within a holistic, physics-based framework for the tropical cyclone754

wind field that considers their interdependent variability. For example, the interpretation of an755

observed increase in rm (e.g. “weakening”, “expansion”, “structure change”) depends on the con-756

current changes in intensity, size, and latitude, each of which will have distinct effects on the757
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covariability of rm with other observed wind radii, e.g. r34kt . Moreover, one convenient aspect758

of this model is its capacity to utilize information from the outer region of the storm to predict759

inner core structure, a property not without precedent in the parametric hurricane wind modeling760

literature (Holland et al. 2010). Indeed, though rm is a perfectly suitable metric of storm size if761

appropriate data are available, a measure of the outer circulation may be a useful substitute, as it762

may be easier to estimate observationally and tends not to vary substantially with time nor with763

Vm. For example, intensity and storm center location are provided by operational forecast cen-764

ters and a measure of outer storm size could be routinely obtained from satellite (scatterometry,765

GPS reflection, or IR), which together could be input to provide an estimate of rm. Precise pre-766

diction of operationally-relevant quantities from available observations, though, requires careful767

consideration, including accounting for model uncertainties. Alternatively, changes in the radius768

of maximum wind, such as an expansion induced by an eyewall replacement cycle (Maclay et al.769

2008), could be monitored from the outside when inner-core observations are unavailable. Lastly,770

the climatology of r0 can be applied, as a substitute of the climatology of rm, in quantifying the771

risk of associated hazards, such as storm surge (Lin et al. 2014). Such potential applications to772

operational forecasting and risk analysis may be explored in future work.773
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LIST OF FIGURES910

Fig. 1. Model variability associated with varying Vm at constant f r0, displayed in terms of non-911

dimensional angular momentum (top) and wind speed (bottom). Parameter values: Vm 2912

[15,65] (light to dark); f r0 = 35 ms�1, corresponding to e.g. r0 = 700 km and f = 5 ⇤913

10�5 s�1. Markers denote rm (cross) and ra (dot). Inset (top) depicts Mm
M0

as a function of914

Vm; the case of fixed Ck
Cd

= 0.5 is also shown (dashed). Solution shown in blue is common to915

both this figure and Figure 2. All M̃ curves converge by definition to (1,1). . . . . . . 44916

Fig. 2. As in Figure 1 but for model variability associated with varying f r0 at constant Vm. Pa-917

rameter values for Top: f r0 2 [17.5,70] (light to dark), Vm = 55 ms�1; Bottom left:918

r0 2 [350,1400] at constant f = 5⇤10�5 s�1; Bottom right: f 2 [2.5,10]⇤10�5 s�1 at con-919

stant r0 = 700 km. Solution shown in blue is common to both this figure and Figure 1. All920

M̃ curves converge by definition to (1,1). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45921

Fig. 3. Sensitivity of the model wind field to environmental parameters, for a high-intensity case922

(Vm = 55 ms�1) and a low-intensity case (Vm = 30 ms�1) with r0 = 700 km and f = 5 ⇤923

10�5 s�1. Left: sensitivity to Ck
Cd

. Middle: sensitivity to Wcool . Right: same as middle panel924

but fit to r12 = 218.4 km, corresponding to r0 = 700 km for Wcool = 2 mm s�1. Shading light925

to dark in order of increasing parameter magnitude. Markers denote rm (cross) and ra (dot). . . 46926

Fig. 4. Median bias (%; defined as 100⇥ ( rmodel
robs

� 1)) in the model prediction of rm as a function927

of intensity (Vm) and azimuthal wind speed (Vf it) of the HWind observed wind radius (e.g.928

r12) to which the model is fit. Contour interval is 10%, and gray dashed line denotes zero929

bias. Green dotted line denotes r12. Data binned into 5 ms�1 bins (fill shown for bins with930

N � 10); solid black contours denote sample size. Only cases where x < 0.5 at both rm and931

r f it are included. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47932

Fig. 5. Mm
M0

as a joint function of (Vm, f r0) in observations (left) and predicted by the model (right).933

For observations, fill value denotes mean and is displayed only with sample size N � 4934

(black contours denote sample size); individual data shown elsewhere (dots). For the model,935

fill value denotes value at bin center. A small subset of cases exist at large f r0 and small Vm936

(not shown). Only cases where x < 0.5 at both rm and r12 are included. . . . . . . . 48937

Fig. 6. Examples of observed wind field variability, from subset of cases with combined HWind938

and QuikSCAT data (cf. Fig. 3 of Part I) where HWind data are used for r < r25. Left:939

variability in intensity at approximately constant outer size, for subsets of cases at a smaller940

size (green) and a larger size (blue); shading light to dark in order of increasing Vm. Right:941

variability in size at approximately constant intensity, for subsets of cases at a lower intensity942

(green) and a higher intensity (blue); shading light to dark in order of increasing r12. Red943

markers denote rm. Legend denotes storm name and analysis date and time. . . . . . . 49944

Fig. 7. Examples of observed wind field variability within and across storms, from the HWind945

database. Left: variability in structure due to intensification, illustrated by the time evo-946

lution of the radial profile of the azimuthal wind for Hurricane Earl (2010) over a 2-day947

period of intensification (time increases from green/light to blue/dark for the period 29 Aug948

0730 UTC to 31 Aug 0730 UTC); inset displays time evolution of Vm (blue dashed) and rm949

(blue solid) and r12 (orange). Right; variability in size, illustrated by the subset of radial pro-950

files across storms in which Vm 2 [45,50] ms�1 and f restricted to below 20oN (r12 increases951

from green/light to blue/dark; one profile per storm); inset displays correlation between rm952

and r12. Red markers denote rm and r12. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50953
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Fig. 8. Statistics of wind field covariability for the HWind database. Left: Rank correlation matrix954

for intra-storm (bottom left half) and inter-storm (top right half) variability among canoni-955

cal wind radii. Thin black lines separate quantities commonly associated with the inner core956

(Vm, rm) and outer region (r64kt , r50kt , r34kt , r12), though the intermediate radii may occasion-957

ally be located in the inner core when found close to rm. Right: coefficient of variation (CV;958
s

µ

) of each wind radius for intra- and inter-storm variability. For all data, sample size defined959

as storms with at least five time steps with valid data for all six parameters (N = 19); only960

those time steps with valid data for all parameters are included in the analysis. Intra-storm961

data defined as mean of set of storm-specific correlations/CVs; inter-storm data defined962

as correlation/CV calculated from set of parameter values averaged over lifecycle of each963

storm. Only wind radii where x < 0.5 are included. . . . . . . . . . . . . 51964

Fig. 9. As in Figure 8, but for the Extended Best Track dataset for the combined Atlantic (1988-965

2012) and East Pacific (2001-2012). Radius of outermost closed isobar (rOCI) replaces r12.966

Sample size defined as storms with at least 10 time steps with valid data for all six parameters967

(N = 144). Azimuthal-mean values of r64kt , r50kt , and r34kt are each defined as the mean968

value across all quadrants with valid data. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52969

Fig. 10. Scatter plot comparing HWind rm and model prediction for all data (black; N=989) and970

inter-storm data (red; N=46), defined as the mean over the storm life-cycle for storms with971

at least five valid observed and modeled values. Only data with x < 0.5 at both rm and r12972

are included. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53973

Fig. 11. Example of observed variability in structure due to changes in latitude from HWind data.974

Left: time evolution of the radial profile of the azimuthal wind for Hurricane Earl (2010)975

during a 2-day period of poleward motion (time and/or latitude increases from green/light976

to blue/dark for the period 31 Aug 1930 UTC to 02 Sep 1630 UTC); markers denote rm and977

r12. Legend denotes analysis date and time and storm center latitude. Top right: variation of978
Mm
M0

with f in observations (blue) and predicted by the model (red); Bottom right: variation979

of r12 (cyan) and r0 (orange) with f for same time period, with linear trend (solid) and 95%980

confidence interval (dashed). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54981
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FIG. 1. Model variability associated with varying Vm at constant f r0, displayed in terms of non-dimensional

angular momentum (top) and wind speed (bottom). Parameter values: Vm 2 [15,65] (light to dark); f r0 =

35 ms�1, corresponding to e.g. r0 = 700 km and f = 5⇤10�5 s�1. Markers denote rm (cross) and ra (dot). Inset

(top) depicts Mm
M0

as a function of Vm; the case of fixed Ck
Cd

= 0.5 is also shown (dashed). Solution shown in blue

is common to both this figure and Figure 2. All M̃ curves converge by definition to (1,1).
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FIG. 2. As in Figure 1 but for model variability associated with varying f r0 at constant Vm. Parameter values

for Top: f r0 2 [17.5,70] (light to dark), Vm = 55 ms�1; Bottom left: r0 2 [350,1400] at constant f = 5⇤10�5 s�1;

Bottom right: f 2 [2.5,10]⇤10�5 s�1 at constant r0 = 700 km. Solution shown in blue is common to both this

figure and Figure 1. All M̃ curves converge by definition to (1,1).
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FIG. 3. Sensitivity of the model wind field to environmental parameters, for a high-intensity case (Vm =

55 ms�1) and a low-intensity case (Vm = 30 ms�1) with r0 = 700 km and f = 5 ⇤ 10�5 s�1. Left: sensitivity

to Ck
Cd

. Middle: sensitivity to Wcool . Right: same as middle panel but fit to r12 = 218.4 km, corresponding to

r0 = 700 km for Wcool = 2 mm s�1. Shading light to dark in order of increasing parameter magnitude. Markers

denote rm (cross) and ra (dot).
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FIG. 4. Median bias (%; defined as 100⇥ ( rmodel
robs

�1)) in the model prediction of rm as a function of intensity

(Vm) and azimuthal wind speed (Vf it) of the HWind observed wind radius (e.g. r12) to which the model is fit.

Contour interval is 10%, and gray dashed line denotes zero bias. Green dotted line denotes r12. Data binned

into 5 ms�1 bins (fill shown for bins with N � 10); solid black contours denote sample size. Only cases where

x < 0.5 at both rm and r f it are included.
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FIG. 5. Mm
M0

as a joint function of (Vm, f r0) in observations (left) and predicted by the model (right). For

observations, fill value denotes mean and is displayed only with sample size N � 4 (black contours denote

sample size); individual data shown elsewhere (dots). For the model, fill value denotes value at bin center. A

small subset of cases exist at large f r0 and small Vm (not shown). Only cases where x < 0.5 at both rm and r12

are included.
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FIG. 6. Examples of observed wind field variability, from subset of cases with combined HWind and

QuikSCAT data (cf. Fig. 3 of Part I) where HWind data are used for r < r25. Left: variability in intensity

at approximately constant outer size, for subsets of cases at a smaller size (green) and a larger size (blue);

shading light to dark in order of increasing Vm. Right: variability in size at approximately constant intensity,

for subsets of cases at a lower intensity (green) and a higher intensity (blue); shading light to dark in order of

increasing r12. Red markers denote rm. Legend denotes storm name and analysis date and time.
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FIG. 7. Examples of observed wind field variability within and across storms, from the HWind database.

Left: variability in structure due to intensification, illustrated by the time evolution of the radial profile of the

azimuthal wind for Hurricane Earl (2010) over a 2-day period of intensification (time increases from green/light

to blue/dark for the period 29 Aug 0730 UTC to 31 Aug 0730 UTC); inset displays time evolution of Vm (blue

dashed) and rm (blue solid) and r12 (orange). Right; variability in size, illustrated by the subset of radial profiles

across storms in which Vm 2 [45,50] ms�1 and f restricted to below 20oN (r12 increases from green/light to

blue/dark; one profile per storm); inset displays correlation between rm and r12. Red markers denote rm and r12.
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FIG. 8. Statistics of wind field covariability for the HWind database. Left: Rank correlation matrix for intra-

storm (bottom left half) and inter-storm (top right half) variability among canonical wind radii. Thin black lines

separate quantities commonly associated with the inner core (Vm, rm) and outer region (r64kt , r50kt , r34kt , r12),

though the intermediate radii may occasionally be located in the inner core when found close to rm. Right:

coefficient of variation (CV; s

µ

) of each wind radius for intra- and inter-storm variability. For all data, sample

size defined as storms with at least five time steps with valid data for all six parameters (N = 19); only those

time steps with valid data for all parameters are included in the analysis. Intra-storm data defined as mean of set

of storm-specific correlations/CVs; inter-storm data defined as correlation/CV calculated from set of parameter

values averaged over lifecycle of each storm. Only wind radii where x < 0.5 are included.
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FIG. 9. As in Figure 8, but for the Extended Best Track dataset for the combined Atlantic (1988-2012) and

East Pacific (2001-2012). Radius of outermost closed isobar (rOCI) replaces r12. Sample size defined as storms

with at least 10 time steps with valid data for all six parameters (N = 144). Azimuthal-mean values of r64kt ,

r50kt , and r34kt are each defined as the mean value across all quadrants with valid data.
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FIG. 10. Scatter plot comparing HWind rm and model prediction for all data (black; N=989) and inter-storm

data (red; N=46), defined as the mean over the storm life-cycle for storms with at least five valid observed and

modeled values. Only data with x < 0.5 at both rm and r12 are included.
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FIG. 11. Example of observed variability in structure due to changes in latitude from HWind data. Left: time

evolution of the radial profile of the azimuthal wind for Hurricane Earl (2010) during a 2-day period of poleward

motion (time and/or latitude increases from green/light to blue/dark for the period 31 Aug 1930 UTC to 02 Sep

1630 UTC); markers denote rm and r12. Legend denotes analysis date and time and storm center latitude. Top

right: variation of Mm
M0

with f in observations (blue) and predicted by the model (red); Bottom right: variation

of r12 (cyan) and r0 (orange) with f for same time period, with linear trend (solid) and 95% confidence interval

(dashed).
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